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ABSTRACT The effects of pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B on the properties of monolayers of dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-
choline (DPPC) and dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG), and a mixture of DPPC:DPPG (7:3, mol:mol) were studied using
spread films at the air-water interface. The addition of SP-B to the phospholipid monolayers gave positive deviations from
additivity of the mean areas in the films. At low protein concentrations (less than 45% amino acid residues which corresponds
to 0.5 mol% or 10 weight% SP-B) monolayers of SP-B/DPPC, SP-B/DPPG and SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) collapsed at surface
pressures of about 70 mN*m-1, comparable to those of the lipids alone. At higher concentrations of SP-B in the protein-lipid
monolayers, kink points appeared in the isotherms at about 40-45 mN.m-1, implying possible exclusion of material from the
films, hence, changes in the original monolayer compositions. Calculated analyses of the monolayer compositions as a function
of surface pressure indicated that nearly pure SP-B, associated with small amounts of phospholipid (2-3 lipid molecules per
SP-B dimer), was lost from SP-B/DPPC, SP-B/DPPG, and SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) films at surface pressures higher than 40-45
mN*m-1. The results are consistent with a low effectiveness of SP-B in removing saturated phospholipids, DPPC or DPPG, from
the spread SP-B/phospholipid films.
SYMBOLS
AO surface area per lipid molecule at a given surface pres-
sure in the monolayer of pure lipid
A,' apparent area per lipid molecule in the protein-lipid
monolayer
A1 partial "residual" (molar) area per lipid molecule in the
protein-lipid monolayer
Amean mean area per "residue" in the protein-lipid film, where
"residue" denotes a lipid molecule or a protein amino
acid residue
Aid¢ mean area per "residue" expected in a protein-lipid
film with an ideal mixing of the components
AO surface area per protein amino acid residue at a given
surface pressure in the monolayer of pure protein
Ar partial area per protein amino acid residue in the
protein-lipid film
E surface elasticity
N1 number of lipid molecules in the protein-lipid film de-
termined from the original amount of lipid spread at the
interface at IT 0 mN m-1
Nl°st number of lipid molecules lost from the protein-lipid
monolayer during squeeze-out of material at iT 2
ITkink
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Nr number of protein amino acid residues in the protein-
lipid monolayer, determined from the original amount
of spread protein at Tr 0 mN m-1
NwIc number of protein amino acid residues calculated to be
present in the protein-lipid film at m > 0 mN m-t
XDPPC molar fraction of DPPC in the binary DPPC:DPPG
monolayers
X1 "residual" or molar fraction of lipid molecules in the
protein-lipid film, determined from the original
amount of spread lipid
Xr "residual" fraction of protein amino acid residues in
the protein-lipid monolayer determined from the origi-
nal amount of spread protein
xrcmc 4"residual" fraction of protein amino acid residues in
the protein-lipid monolayer determined from the num-
ber of the amino acid residues calculated to be present
in the film, N"c
xlost t"residual" fraction of the protein amino acid residues
in the material lost from the protein-lipid monolayer
during its compression at ir '.rk,k
Tr surface pressure, defined as ir = ao. - a, o and or,, are
the surface tensions at the water-air interface with and
without monolayer, respectively
lrkink surface pressure corresponding to the kink point in an
isotherm
INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary surfactant is a surface active material composed
of lipids and proteins which lines the alveolar epithelium and
contributes to maintaining the structural stability of the al-
veolus during respiration (Von Neergaard, 1929). This func-
tion is accomplished via the surface tension-reducing prop-
erties of the lipid or lipid-protein film at the air-water
interface in the alveoli (Clements et al., 1961). Deficiency of
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pulmonary surfactant has been shown to cause respiratory
distress syndrome (RDS) in premature infants (Avery and
Mead, 1959). Over a decade ago a lipid extract of surfactant,
now known to contain hydrophobic surfactant-associated
proteins SP-B and SP-C, was shown to considerably enhance
the ventilatory characteristics of surfactant-deficient lungs
when it was administered intratracheally to infants with RSD
(Fujiwara et al., 1980). This effect has been confirmed in a
large number of subsequent studies.
A possible function for the surfactant proteins is to alter
the packing arrangement of lipid bilayer structures in the
alveolar hypophase so as to facilitate their adsorption and
spreading at the alveolar air-water interface. Thus, SP-B and
SP-C when present in phospholipid vesicles, enhanced the
adsorption rates of phospholipids to the air-water interface
(Hawgood et al., 1987; Yu and Possmayer, 1990). Another
potential function for the proteins could be to facilitate the
exclusion of lipid from a monolayer under dynamic com-
pression. It is considered that these two functions are pos-
sibly important for normal surfactant dynamics in the al-
veolar space (e.g., Keough, 1992). Also, when present in
preformed lipid monolayers, SP-B and SP-C induced inser-
tion of phospholipids from subsurface vesicles into the sur-
face film (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 1991a).
The molecular nature of interaction between the surfactant
phospholipids and the hydrophobic proteins in bilayer model
systems (vesicles) has been investigated by various experi-
mental methods (Baatz et al., 1990; Elledge and Whitsett,
1989; Pastrana et al., 1991; Shiffer et al., 1993; Simatos et al.,
1990; Vandenbusshe et al., 1992). The results of these bio-
physical studies are consistent with the hydrophobic proteins
altering the packing of phospholipid bilayers both through
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with the lipid.
Surface balance technique was used for studying the
monolayer properties of the hydrophobic surfactant-
associated proteins and their mixtures with lipids at the air-
water interface (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 1991b). An
increase in mean molecular area was observed in monolayers
consisting of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and
SP-B or SP-C. Also, epifluorescent surface balance mea-
surements showed that in spread SP-C/DPPC monolayers the
protein decreased the packing efficiency in the lipid array
(Perez-Gil et al., 1992).
Surfactant protein SP-B is a homo-dimer of disulphide-
linked 79-residue monomers (Johanson et al., 1991). Its se-
quence, like that of the protein SP-C, is highly conserved in
a number of species. The protein is soluble in organic sol-
vents and insoluble in aqueous ones. It has an excess of
positively charged side chains. Calculations based on its se-
quence, and spectral studies of the protein and some of its
partial peptides, indicated that there are likely a number of
amphipathic helical regions in the protein (Pastrana et al.,
1991; Vandenbusshe et al., 1992; Takahashi et al., 1990).
The questions addressed in this work are (i) how does the
hydrophobic pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B behave at
the air-water interface and (ii) how does it affect the prop-
erties of monolayers of two surfactant phospholipids-
zwitterionic DPPC and negatively charged DPPG. DPPC is
the major phospholipid (about 55% of the total phospholipid)
and PG is the major acidic phospholipid (up to about 12%
of the total phospholipid) in pulmonary surfactant (Yu et al.,
1983).
A study of the interfacial behavior of the lung surfactant
proteins alone or mixed with phospholipids will provide in-
sight into their potential roles in the surface related phe-
nomena in alveoli during the respiration cycle. In addition,
a study of interactions of the surfactant hydrophobic proteins,
SP-B and SP-C, with phospholipids may be relevant to other
lipoprotein systems, such as serum lipoproteins, myelin pro-
teolipid and basic proteins, among others. Fundamentals of
the interactions are also most likely to be governed by the
same forces as exist in membrane systems.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials
1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine was purchased from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-
rac-(1-glycerol)] (sodium salt) from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Pelham, AL).
The lipids were found to be pure by thin-layer chromatography and were
used as received.
Protein isolation
Pig lungs were lavaged two times with 0.15 M NaCl and the lavage was
centrifuged at 800 X g for 10 min. The supematant was centrifuged at
8000 X g for 60 min and the surfactant pellet was obtained. A lipid extract
of the pellet was made (Bligh and Dyer, 1959). The extract was purified by
successive exclusion column chromatography on Sephadex LH-20 (Phar-
macia, Uppsala) in chloroform:methanol 2:1 (v/v), and twice on Sephadex
LH-60 (Pharmacia, Uppsala) in chloroform:methanol 1:1 (v/v) containing
5 v% of 0.1 M HCI, in a manner similar to that described by Curstedt et al.
(Curstedt et al., 1987). The purity of the proteins was checked by sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Laemmli, 1970).
The stacking gel was 4% polyacrilamide, 0.1% SDS, 0.125 M Tris, pH 6.8,
and the separating gel was 16% polyacrilamide, 0.1% SDS and 0.375 M Tris,
pH 8.8. The running buffer was 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3. The samples, dried from
chloroform:methanol under nitrogen, were dissolved in 2.5% SDS, 0.0625
M Tris, pH 8.4, containing 0.01% pyronine B and were boiled for 10 min.
Gels were subjected to electrophoresis in a Mini-Protean II Slab Cell (Bio-
Rad) electrophoresis apparatus at a constant voltage of 200 V for 45 min.
Gels were stained with silver stain (New England Nuclear Research Prod-
ucts, Boston,MA). The apparent molecular masses were determined using
low molecular weight markers (Bethesda Research Laboratories, Bethesda,
MD). Under nonreducing conditions SP-B yielded a major band at about
18 kDa and a minor one at about 29 kDa. SP-C showed one band at about
5 kDa. No cross contamination of the proteins was observed.
Protein was routinely determined by the fluorescamine assay (Uden-
friend et al., 1972) which gave similar results to those obtained by quan-
titative amino acid analysis. In the latter procedure the protein was hydro-
lyzed for 4 h at 1500 with 12 M HCIltrifluoroacetic acid 2:1 (v/v) with 5%
mercaptoacetic acid in vacuum (Sarin et al., 1990). Incubation for 8 h gave
similar results. Protein estimates were made from the contents of the most
readily released stable amino acids (Gly, Ala, Lys) and the published se-
quence of SP-B (Curstedt et al., 1988). The estimates for the proteins ob-
tained by this procedure were consistent with those obtained under hy-
drolysis conditions usually employed for the hydrophobic surfactant
proteins (e.g., Curstedt et al., 1988). Estimation of the phospholipid content
of the protein (Bartlett, 1959) indicated less than 0.5 mol of phospholipid
per mol of SP-B, which was the detection limit of the lipid determination.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lipid monolayers were formed from chloroform (for DPPC) or chloroform:
methanol 3:1 (v/v) (for DPPG) solutions. Chloroform:methanol 1:1 (v/v)
was employed as a spreading solvent for SP-B. Lipid-protein monolayers
were spread on the surface from premixed solutions of the components. All
monolayers were formed at an initial surface pressure of less than 1 mNNm-1.
10 min after spreading the monolayers were compressed in a stepwise fash-
ion at a speed of 12 cm2/min. The total compression took 30 min. All
measurements were done at room temperature (22 + 1°C) on a Teflon
Langmuir trough (22 x 7.8 x 1.5 cm). The trough has been especially
constructed for performing monolayer fluorescence microscopy (Nag et al.,
1990). To that purpose, the regions in which surface tension and optical
observations were made, were confined in two circular compartments (3.2
cm in diameter) connected to the trough area through two canals (0.75 x
1.9 cm). The liquid subphase consisted of 0.15 M NaCl in deionized doubly
distilled water. The pH was adjusted to 7 immediately before each experi-
ment with 0.2 M NaOH, and it did not change by more than 0.9 pH units
during the time required to obtain a complete surface pressure-area curve.
Surface tension was measured using a roughened platinum Wilhelmy plate,
in the epifluorescence surface balance (Nag et al., 1990). Surface pressure
(,Tr)-molecular area isotherms were constructed for lipid-protein monolayers
of various molar ratios of the components. Each curve shown in the paper
represents an average result of measurements of two or three separate mono-
layers.
The initial composition of the lipid-protein monolayers is given by the
fraction of amino acid residues of SP-B:
Xr = N, (1)
where Nr and N, are the numbers of the spread amino acid residues of SP-B
and lipid molecules, respectively. Values of Mr = 17,400 and 158 amino
acid residues per dimer of SP-B were used for the calculations (Curstedt
et al., 1988).
The experimental mean areas per "residue," Amean (where "residue" de-
notes a phospholipid molecule or an amino acid residue of SP-B) in the
lipid-protein monolayers were calculated according to (2):
trough area
mean N + N,
The mean area per "residue" at a given surface pressure in an ideal binary
surface mixture of a protein and a lipid is represented by the additivity rule:
Aid Xr AO +XI * AOmean r 1' (3)
where A' and A' are the areas per protein amino acid residue or lipid mol-
ecule in the single-component films at the same surface pressure; X, and XI
are the mole fractions of the components (protein amino acid residues or
lipid molecules) in the mixed monolayer.
When interaction between the components occurs, the mean molecular
area Amean in a binary monolayer system is related to the partial "residual"
areas of the components by the following equation:
A = X Ar + XI Al, (4)
where A, is the partial "residual" area per amino acid residue of SP-B and
Al is the partial "residual" area per lipid molecule. Ar and Al represent the
contribution of each component to the total area in the real two-component
monolayer. The partial "residual" areas Ar and Al were evaluated using the
method of intercepts which is usually employed for calculating the partial
molar quantities of two-component bulk solutions (e.g., Moore, 1962). The
method consists of drawing a tangent to the mean area per "residue" versus
monolayer composition curve, Amean(Xr), at a certain composition and de-
termining the intercept made with the Amean axis. The intercept at Xr = 0
represents the partial "residual" area per lipid molecule, Al, whereas the
intercept at Xr = 1 gives the partial "residual" area per amino acid residue
of SP-B,A,. It is noted that for the lipid, the "residual" quantities are equiva-
lent to molar quantities.
Single component SP-B monolayers
SP-B formed stable insoluble monolayers at the air-water
interface. The surface pressure versus area per amino acid
residue isotherms for different preparations of SP-B were
highly reproducible (e.g., the mean area per amino acid resi-
due at 10 mN m-1 for six separate protein preparations was
0.198 ± 0.032 nm2/amino acid residue (mean ± SD)). Curve
1 in Fig. 1 represents an average isotherm for SP-B. The
isotherm displays a plateau region at about 32 mN m-1. As
it was pointed out under Experimental Procedures, all ex-
periments were done with a Teflon trough of a special design
that contained a measurement area constructed to reduce sur-
face streaming (Nag et al., 1990). Surface pressure versus
area measurements performed more recently with a more
conventional Langmuir trough without isolated viewing and
measuring areas, showed that under the same experimental
conditions (pH, subphase, spreading solvent, velocity of
compression) spread monolayers of SP-B displayed a plateau
region at higher surface pressures of about 40 mN m-1. In
general, protein monolayers display high shear viscosities,
and therefore, likely, due to viscosity effects the measure-
ments at higher surface pressures were modified by reduced
monolayer flow through the canals in the trough. It is worth
noting that such a difference was found only for monolayers
of pure SP-B, whereas the isotherms for the protein-lipid
mixtures and pure phospholipids were negligibly affected.
This is not surprising given the fact that the shear viscosities
of protein films are two to three orders of magnitude higher
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FIGURE 1 Isotherms of surface pressure versus area per amino acid resi-
due for spread monolayers of SP-B, containing less than 0.5 mol of phos-
pholipid per mol of protein (1) or 12 mol of DPPC per mol of protein (2).
Curves were plotted with the lipid contribution to area on the x-axis being
ignored.
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than the ones of phospholipid films (Colacicco and Scarpelli,
1973; Collacicco et al., 1974).
A r(A°) isotherm, identical to the one shown in Fig. 1
(curve 1) was measured when the monolayer was formed
from chloroform:methanol (2:1, v/v). When methanol was
used as a spreading solvent, SP-B gave a more condensed
monolayer, with areas per amino acid residue being about
0.04 nm2/residue lower at all Xr values. The difference can
not be unambiguously interpreted as resulting from solvent-
induced conformational changes of the protein because the
methanol solubility in the aqueous subphase could compro-
mise the spreading of the protein.
In Table 1 the area occupied by an amino acid residue in
the spread films of SP-B (curve 1, Fig. 1) was compared with
data reported for other amphipathic proteins and polypep-
tides at the air-water interface (Krebs et al., 1988; Thomas
and Ter Minassian-Saraga, 1976). The results show that the
characteristic areas per amino acid residue in the spread
monolayers of SP-B are consistent with the values found for
spread films of other hydrophobic proteins.
The pressure-area characteristics of SP-B found in the
present work differ from those previously reported for a por-
cine SP-B monolayer (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al.,
1991b). We found an area of 0.25 nm2/amino acid residue
corresponding to the lift off in the t(A °) curve compared with
about 0.75 nm2/amino acid residue reported previously. The
differences in the experimental conditions (T = 37°C in com-
parison to 220, 25 mM 4-(hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazine-
ethanesulfonic acid as a subphase in comparison to 0.15 M
NaCl, compressional velocity of 97.16 cm2/min as opposed
to 12 cm2/min) could partly account for the observed dis-
crepancy. Some of the difference may be due to various ex-
tents of delipidation of SP-B used in the two studies. The
amount of 1-2 mol of phospholipid per SP-B molecule re-
ported (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 1991b) represents
about 4-8% (w/w). Measurements in this laboratory showed
that the extent of delipidation of SP-B and SP-C affected the
interfacial properties of the proteins. The isotherm in Fig. 1
(curve 1) was measured for preparations of SP-B containing
less than 0.5 mol of phospholipid per mol of SP-B. To show
TABLE 1 Comparison of surface pressure-area
characteristics of SP-B to those of other hydrophobic
proteins
Extrapolated area* Area at lift off
at 7r = 0 mN m-1 in the isotherm
nm2/amino acid residue
Apolipoprotein A-IIt 0.15 0.24
Apolipoprotein A-It 0.20 0.28
Myelin proteolipid protein§ 0.16-0.17 0.24
SP-B (this paper) 0.22 0.25
* Determined by extrapolation of the linear parts of the surface pressure-area
curves to ir = 0.
* Krebs et al. (1988).
§ Thomas and Ter Minassian-Saraga (1976).
The results were obtained under different conditions ofsubphase and spread-
ing solvent. All measurements were done at room temperature.
the effect of the presence of small amounts of phospholipid
on the monolayer of SP-B, DPPC (2,5, or 12 mol/mol SP-B)
was added to the SP-B solution and the isotherms 7r(A?) were
measured. In this case the area per amino acid residue of
SP-B in the films,A °, were calculated without accounting for
the presence of DPPC. As expected, this procedure resulted
in an expansion of the 7r(A°) curve for SP-B, e.g., at Xn = 10
mN-m-1, 2 mol of DPPC gave expansion in the area per
amino acid residue of about 4% (result not shown), whereas
12 mol of DPPC resulted in an "expansion" of about 29%
(curve 2, Fig. 1). A similar effect on the isotherm of SP-B
was obtained with 12 mol of DPPG per mol of SP-B.
Mixed monolayers of SP-B and DPPC
DPPC is zwitterionic and forms essentially neutral mono-
layers over a large range of pH values (Phillips and Chap-
man, 1968). Fig. 2 shows the surface pressure-mean area per
"residue" curves for SP-B/DPPC mixtures of various com-
positions. For the sake of clarity not all isotherms measured
for the lipid-protein mixtures are shown. SP-B/DPPC mono-
layers of low protein concentrations (Xr < 0.45, which cor-
responds to 0.5 mol% or 10 weight% protein upon an as-
sumption of the dimer form) collapsed at a high surface
pressure of about 70 mN-m-1, corresponding to the collapse
pressure of monolayers of pure DPPC. At higher protein
concentrations in the mixed films (0.45 ' Xr < 0.80, or
0.5 ' mol% protein < 2.5) the isotherms exhibited two
E
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FIGURE 2 Surface pressure ir-mean area per "residue,"Amean, isotherms
for SP-B/DPPC mixtures of various initial compositions Xr: 0.0 (1), 0.28
(2), 0.45 (3), 0.57 (4), 0.80 (5), 0.92 (6), 1.0 (7).
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collapse points: (i) a kink point at surface pressure of 41 +
2 mN m-1 independent of the monolayer composition and
(ii) a collapse plateau at about 70 mN m-1 corresponding to
the collapse pressure of DPPC. This two-step collapse of the
binary films is consistent with some separation of the com-
ponents and suggests that expulsion of either SP-B (the com-
ponent displaying the lower collapse pressure) or SP-B/lipid
units may occur at surface pressures higher than 41 mN m-1.
This process would result in changes in the original com-
positions of the mixed monolayers.
The mean areas per "residue," Amean, in the mixed films
were determined from the wT(Amean) curves at certain surface
pressures and plotted as a function of the initial monolayer
composition in Fig. 3. The broken lines represent the mean
area per "residue," A idean, expected assuming ideal mixing of
the components (Eq. 3). The results show that the SP-B/
DPPC monolayers exhibit nonideal behavior. This observa-
tion is in accord with the expansion effects seen in other
binary monolayers of phospholipids and proteins such as
hemoglobin and ,3-casein (Mita, 1989). An interpretation of
the expansion effect has been made in terms of hydrophobic
interactions between the protein and lipid resulting in per-
turbation of the lipids and increasing the configurational free-
dom of their hydrocarbon chains (Mita, 1989). Such an ex-
planation, however, does not exclude possible changes in the
conformation of the protein in the mixed films. Our obser-
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vations are consistent with the recent finding of there being
increases in the mean areas per molecule for some mixtures
of SP-B or SP-C with DPPC (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al.,
1991b).
Analysis of the Amean(Xr) relationship as a function of the
surface pressure (Fig. 3) suggests that, at lower protein con-
centrations (Xr ' 0.57, equivalent to 0.83 mol% or 17
weight%), the expansion effect of SP-B persists at surface
pressures above the collapse pressure for the pure SP-B
(curves b and c). This would be consistent with a presence
of the protein in these surface monolayers at the higher pres-
sures. On the other hand, at higher protein concentrations
(Xr ' 0.80) at the same surface pressures, the experimental
mean areas per "residue" are equal to or lower than those
expected for ideal mixing of the components. That finding
suggests that either pure SP-B or SP-B associated with some
DPPC was lost from the surface. In either case, for films of
higher initial protein concentration (X, ' 0.45), changes
from the initial compositions may be expected when the films
are compressed to high surface pressures (i:r' 45 mN.m'1).
To evaluate the change in the initial composition of the
binary films as a function of the surface pressure the fol-
lowing approach was used. First, for a SP-B/DPPC mono-
layer of a given composition, the apparent area per DPPC
molecule, A', was deduced at different surface pressures by
dividing the trough area by the number of the spread lipid
molecules only (i.e., assuming Nr = 0 in Eq. 2). Curve 1 in
Fig. 4 shows a typical result of the 7r(A ) relationship (the
initial composition of the monolayer was X, = 0.45). Then
0 0.2 04 06 08 1.0 1.2
Al(') Al(2) nm2l res
FIGURE 4 Surface pressure as a function of the apparent lipid areaA,'(1)
and partial molar lipid area 1(2) for SP-B/DPPC monolayer of initial mono-
layer composition Xr = 0.45.
E
E
C-
1.0
FIGURE 3 Mean area per "residue" (Amean) in the SP-B/DPPC films of
initial monolayer composition (X,) at constant surface pressure: 25 mN-m-1
(a), 45 mN m-1 (b), 55 mN-m-1 (c). The experimental error is within the
size of the symbols (0) which represent average results of at least two
separate measurements. The open circles represent extrapolated values of
Amean at the given surface pressure.
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the partial "residual" areas per lipid molecule, Al, and per
amino acid residue of SP-B, Ar, in the same binary mixture
were determined from Amean(Xr) plots at a few surface pres-
sures. Curve 2 in Fig. 4 represents the dependence of 7r on
the partial "residual" area of DPPC in the SP-B/DPPC mono-
layer of composition Xr = 0.45. Furthermore, the excess area
per DPPC, AA, = A' - A1, equal to the difference between
the apparent and partial "residual" areas of DPPC was ana-
lyzed as a function of surface pressure.
At ir < lRkink (7kink = 41 + 2 mN.m1) AA, > 0, i.e., the
apparent lipid area is higher than the partial lipid area. At
these pressures the partial "residual" areas per amino acid
residue of SP-B were positive which suggested that the pro-
tein was present in the film. Therefore, the difference AA, at
certain Xn may be attributed to that part of protein amino acid
residues which resides in the surface. Then by dividing AA,
by the partial "residual" area of a protein amino acid, Ar, at
the same pressure, the number of amino acid residues of
SP-B present in the monolayer, Ncalc may be determined at
different surface pressures. Hence, the compositions, XCIIc =
Ncalc/(Ncalc + N1), of the monolayers could be estimated at
different surface pressures. A similar approach was used to
determine the changes in the composition of an ideal protein-
lipid monolayer (Taneva et al., 1984).
At Tr Trkink the apparent lipid area is equal to the partial
molar lipid area, i.e. AA, = 0 + 0.005 nm2/residue. At these
pressures the partial "residual" area of SP-B, Ar, was zero
(Ar = 0 + 0.01 nm2/residue). These findings suggest that
SP-B was no longer present in the monolayer plane and the
film area was occupied by the lipid only. The accuracy of
determination of the areas AA, and Ar, however, does not
allow reliable differentiation between 0 and 7 w% protein
remaining in the films. Therefore, part of the initially spread
protein may be present in the mixed films after squeeze-out.
As we showed above, at concentrationsXr < 0.45, or less than
10 w%, SP-B was not excluded from the mixed films and
remained during compression to high pressures.
At T > lTkink the apparent lipid area A' is lower than the
partial molar lipid area Al and therefore AA, < 0. Though the
difference is within the limit of accuracy of determination of
the partial "residual" area Al, all SP-B/DPPC films of Xr '
0.45 showed a tendency for AA, to be less than 0 at surface
pressures higher than 40-45 mN m-1. This result suggests
that not only SP-B, but also small amounts ofDPPC, together
with the protein, were removed from the monolayer. By di-
viding AA, at a certain surface pressure by the partial "re-
sidual" lipid area at the same pressure, the number of DPPC
molecules lost from the surface, NIOS', may be deduced (± 1
phospholipid molecule). Based on the fact that at these sur-
face pressures Ar = 0, one may assume that the whole of the
initially spread protein was excluded from the monolayer at
surface pressures higher than 1Tkink. Then the relative protein
composition of the protein-lipid units lost from the surface,
X10st, can be approximated usingX'Ost = Nrl(Nr + NIOst), where
Nr is the number of the initially spread amino acid residues
of SP-B.
Using this approach the compositions, X"", of the SP-B/
DPPC monolayers were calculated as a function of surface
pressure. Table 2 presents the results for a few protein-lipid
mixtures of various initial compositions, Xr. The composi-
tions of the protein-lipid units, excluded from the monolay-
ers, X'0st, are given in the same table. The results in Table 2
indicate that at lower initial protein concentrations (Xr < 0.34
corresponding to 0.33 mol% protein) changes in the initial
compositions of the monolayers did not occur during their
compression, i.e., SP-B was not squeezed out from the mono-
layers even at surface pressures up to about 55-60 mN m-1.
At higher initial protein concentrations (Xr ' 0.45 or 0.51
mol%), exclusion of the initially spread protein was detected
at surface pressure of about 45 mN-m-1, corresponding to the
kinks in the isotherms. Only small amounts of DPPC, prac-
tically independent of the initial concentration of SP-B in the
films, were lost from the monolayer together with the protein.
The composition of the SP-B/DPPC units, excluded from the
monolayers, X'°s', indicated that pure, or almost pure, SP-B
was squeezed out from the monolayer plane which would
result in DPPC-enriched films capable of sustaining high
surface pressure. This mechanism of refinement of the SP-
B/DPPC monolayers was confirmed by the analysis of the
surface elasticities E =
-(dT/dlnAmean)T as a function of the
surface pressure. Surface elasticity was calculated from the
equilibrium 7r(Amean) isotherms by graphical differentiation
TABLE 2 Calculated composition of SP-B/DPPC monolayers Xcaic, and excluded phases, X'Ost, as a function of surface pressure
Surface pressure (mN m-1)
Initial molar Film (XCaIc) Excluded phase (X""st)
ratio Initial r _r
(SP-B:lipid) (xr) 25 40 45 50 55 25 40 45 50 55
1:898 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.15 - - - - -
1:409 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.29 - -
1:301 0.34 0.32 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.35 - - - - -
1:195 0.45 0.44 0.41 0 0 0 - - 0.98 0.98 0.99
1:3* 1:3* 1:2*
1:119 0.57 0.59 0.60 0 0 0 - - 0.99 0.99 1.0
1:1* 1:2* 1:0*
1:39 0.80 0.79 0.80 0 0 0 - - 0.99 0.99 0.98
1:1* 1:2* 1:3*
* Calculated molar ratio SP-B:lipid of the excluded phase.
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FIGURE 5 Surface elasticity-surface pressure plots for SP-B/DPPC
monolayers of various protein concentrations Xr:0.0 (1), 0.34 (2), 0.45 (3).
and plotted against surface pressure in Fig. 5. At low protein
concentrations, e.g., Xr = 0.34, where no squeeze-out of pro-
tein was suggested by the analysis of Xcalc(ii.) in Table 2, the
E(i7r) curves of the pure DPPC and SP-B/DPPC monolayers
are similar in shape. At higher surface pressures (about 60
mN.m-1) the two curves practically coincide, which suggests
that the presence of the protein did not change the rheological
characteristics of the DPPC monolayer at these high pres-
sures. For mixed SP-B/DPPC monolayers of Xr 2 0.45 the
data for X`alc(wn) is consistent with exclusion of SP-B/DPPC
unit of approximately 1:2 molar ratio (Table 2). This process
is accompanied by a decrease in the surface elasticity of the
monolayer with a minimum at about 41 mN-mQ1. At higher
pressures, as a result of the complete exclusion of almost pure
protein, the E(I7) curve of the lipid-enriched film converges
with the curve for the pure DPPC monolayer.
Mixed monolayers of SP-B and DPPG
Above pH 4 DPPG forms a fully deprotonated monolayer for
subphase ion concentrations higher than 10 mM (Lakhdar-
Ghazal et al., 1983). Therefore at pH 7 one could expect
electrostatic interactions between the basic SP-B and the
acidic lipid in addition to the nonpolar interactions between
the lipid hydrocarbon chains and the protein side chains. The
isotherms of surface pressure versus mean area per "residue"
for SP-B/DPPG monolayers of various initial compositions
are shown in Fig. 6. The w(Amean) curves display features
similar to the SP-B/DPPC mixtures of similar compositions.
Thus at low initial concentrations of SP-B (Xr < 0.42) the
monolayers collapsed at surface pressures around 65
mN m'1, corresponding to the collapse pressure of DPPG
alone. At higher protein concentrations (0.42 ' Xr ' 0.74),
in addition to the collapse plateaux at 65 mN m-1, kink points
at 41 ± 2 mN m-l were observed in the isotherms.
The mean area per "residue" in the SP-B/DPPG mono-
layers at some surface pressures is plotted versus monolayer
composition in Fig. 7. Positive deviations of the experimental
E 40-
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FIGURE 6 1T(Amea,) isotherms for binary SP-B/DPPG monolayers of
various initial compositions Xr: 0.0 (1), 0.25 (2), 0.42 (3), 0.61 (4), 0.74
(5), 0.93 (6).
areas from the additive line are observed, similar to the effect
seen in the SP-B/DPPC films.
The change in initial monolayer composition with surface
pressure was calculated using the same approach as in the
case of SP-B/DPPC monolayers, and the results are sum-
marized in Table 3. At low initial concentrations (Xr < 0.42)
all SP-B was retained in the monolayer system up to high
surface pressures of about 60 mN-mQ1. An increase in the
initial concentration of the protein was accompanied by ex-
clusion of material at XT . 50 mN-m-1. Similar to the SP-
B/DPPC monolayers, almost pure protein was ejected to-
gether with small amounts of DPPG (about 2 mol of DPPG
per dimer of SP-B). In the SP-B/DPPG monolayers, how-
ever, the surface pressure corresponding to the exclusion of
SP-B from the lipid monolayer was about 5 mN m-1 higher
than in SP-B/DPPC monolayers. This result is also supported
by surface elasticity-pressure relations (Fig. 8) where the
minima in the E(Q) curves, corresponding to the exclusion
process, are at slightly higher X for SP-B/DPPG monolayers
than for SP-B/DPPC ones. As SP-B concentration was in-
creased, the first mixture where exclusion of almost pure
SP-B from the films occurred was atX, = 0.42, or 0.46 mol%
protein in the film (curve 3 in Fig. 8), similar to the case of
SP-B/DPPC monolayers. In the resulting lipid-enriched
monolayers, after SP-B exclusion, elasticity values typical
for a monolayer of pure DPPG were seen at -- 60 mN m-'.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that in both SP-B/DPPC
and SP-B/DPPG mixtures of initial protein concentration
Xr 2 0.42 nearly pure SP-B was lost from the surface at
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FIGURE 7 Mean area per "residue" versus initial monolayer composition
for SP-B/DPPG mixtures at surface pressures of 25 mN m-1 (a), 45 mN-m'
(b), 55 mN-m-1 (c).
rr
- 45-50 mN m-l. Thus SP-B showed poor ability to re-
move either DPPC or DPPG from the spread SP-B/DPPC or
SP-B/DPPG monolayers under conditions of increased film
compression.
Comparison of the data for SP-B/DPPC and SP-B/DPPG
mixtures revealed substantial similarity in their monolayer
behavior which suggests that hydrophobic interactions be-
tween the protein and the phospholipid were mainly respon-
sible for the observed deviations from ideal behavior. The
slightly higher exclusion pressure for SP-B observed in the
mixtures of SP-B with DPPG in comparison to those with
DPPC is consistent with stronger interaction of SP-B with
DPPG, and could be attributed to electrostatic attraction be-
tween the basic protein and the acidic phospholipid.
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FIGURE 8 E(r) relationships for SP-B/DPPG monolayers of various
protein concentrations Xr: 0.0 (1), 0.25 (2), 0.42 (3), 0.55 (4).
Three-component monolayers of SP-B with DPPC
and DPPG
Recent investigations have indicated that SP-B selectively
interacts with PG in mixtures containing DPPC and PG.
Thus, fluorescence anisotropy studies indicated that in bi-
layer model membranes of DPPC:DPPG (7:1, mol:mol)
SP-B interacted preferentially with DPPG (Baatz et al.,
1990). Also, lipid-protein dispersions in a pulsating bubble
surfactometer suggested that, in the presence of calcium,
SP-B promoted removal of PG molecules from adsorbed
monolayers that were composed of DPPC:unsaturated PG
(Yu and Possmayer, 1990, 1992). Our measurements on bi-
nary spread monolayers of SP-B with DPPC or DPPG gave
no indication of a strong specific interaction of SP-B with the
anionic phospholipid, though a slightly higher exclusion
pressure for SP-B from SP-B/DPPG films than SP-B/DPPC
films was detected. In order to study the effects of SP-B on
a mixture of DPPC plus DPPG, three-component spread
monolayers of SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) were formed. The molar
ratio between the two phospholipids was kept constant at 7:3
(mol:mol) in all ternary protein-lipid mixtures. The compo-
sition of the monolayers, Xr, and the mean area per "residue,"
TABLE 3 Calculated composition of SP-B/DPPG monolayers, Xcac, and excluded phases, X'°-', as a function of surface
pressure
Surface pressure (mN-m'1)
Initial molar Film (X") Excluded phase (XSt)
ratio Initial r p
(SP-B:lipid) (xr) 25 40 45 50 55 25 40 45 50 55
1:887 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.15 - - - - -
1:475 0.25 0.26 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 - - - - -
1:218 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.40 0 0 - - - 1.0 0.97
1:0* 1:4*
1:103 0.61 0.59 0.60 0.60 0 0 - - - 0.99 0.99
1:2* 1:2*
1:56 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.71 0 0 - - - 0.99 0.99
1:1* 1:1*
* Calculated molar ratio SP-B:lipid of the excluded phase.
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Ameanm were determined using Eqs. 1-4, where N1 represents
the total number of spread DPPC and DPPG molecules.
First, the isotherms of surface pressure versus mean area
per molecule in the binary spread monolayers of DPPC with
DPPG in various molar ratios were measured in the absence
of protein (Fig. 9). The mean areas per molecule in the DPPC/
DPPG films were determined at certain surface pressures and
plotted versus the mole fraction of DPPC, XDPPC, in Fig. 10.
The broken lines represent the area expected from ideal mix-
ing according to the additivity rule. In the whole range of
concentrations and surface pressures studied, the plots of the
mean area per molecule versus monolayer composition
showed nonideal mixing ofDPPC and DPPG. Similar results
have already been reported for PC/PG couples ofvarious acyl
chain lengths (Mashak et al., 1982; Boonman et al., 1987),
where a marked tendency for miscibility of PC and PG in
monolayers has been shown (Mashak et al., 1982).
Furthermore, the IT(Amean) isotherms of the ternary mono-
layers of SP-B with DPPC:DPPG (7:3, mol:mol) were meas-
ured at various protein-lipid ratios (Fig. 11). The curves for
SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) monolayers were similar to those ob-
tained for the binary SP-B/DPPC and SP-B/DPPG films.
Monolayers of low protein concentrations, e.g., Xr = 0.27 or
0.23 mol% protein (curve 2 in Fig. 11) collapsed at pressures
similar to the collapse pressure of the monolayer of the DP-
PC:DPPG mixture without protein (curve 1 in Fig. 11). For
monolayers of compositions 0.42 ' X' 0.74, or 0.46 '
mol% protein ' 1.85, kink points at 41 ± 2 mN-m-1 were
detected in the isotherms in addition to the plateaux at about
70
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FIGURE 9 Surface pressure-mean area per molecule curves for mono-
layers of DPPC with DPPG. Compositions of films are expressed as mole
fractions of DPPC, XDPPC: 0.25 (@), 0.50 (o), 0.70 (A), 0.87 (U).
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FIGURE 10 Mean area per molecule in DPPC:DPPG monolayers versus
the mole fraction of DPPC at constant surface pressure of 25 mN m'1 (a),
45 mN m-1 (b), 55 mN-m-1 (c), 60 mN m'1 (d).
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FIGURE 11 iT(Amea,) isotherms for ternary SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) mono-
layers of various initial protein concentrations, Xr:0.0 (1), 0.27 (2), 0.42 (3),
0.60 (4), 0.74 (5), 0.92 (6).
70 mN-m-'. Positive deviations from linearity were observed
in the mean area per "residue" versus monolayer composition
diagrams in Fig. 12, similar to the ones seen in SP-B/DPPC
and SP-B/DPPG films. The compositions of the ternary SP-
B/(DPPC:DPPG) films, Xr""c, were determined as a function
d
c
b
a
________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FIGURE 12 Mean area per "residue" in the ternary SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG)
films versus initial protein concentration at constant surface pressure of 25
mN m-1 (a), 45 mN-m-1 (b), 55 mN m-1 (c), 60 mN m-1 (d).
of surface pressure using the approach already described.
The results are summarized in Table 4. The process of
squeeze-out of material from the ternary mixtures com-
menced at Xr 0.42, similar to the SP-B/DPPC and SP-B/
DPPG mixtures. Nearly pure SP-B, associated with a small
amount of phospholipid (about 3 mol of lipid per mol of
SP-B), was lost from the monolayer at surface pressures of
about 50 mN m'1, similar to the SP-B/DPPG system. The
amount of lipid excluded from the ternary films with SP-B
is low, as it was for the binary films (Tables 2 and 3). The
elasticity versus surface pressure plots for the ternary mono-
layers (Fig. 13) resembled those for the individual binary
SP-B/lipid monolayers containing the same amounts of pro-
tein (Figs. 5 and 8).
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FIGURE 13 Surface elasticity-surface pressure plots for SP-B/(DPPC:
DPPG) monolayers of various protein concentrations Xr: 0.0 (1 ), 0.27 (2),
0.42 (3), 0.75 (4).
The data from the surface pressure measurements on the
ternary SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) monolayers are insufficient to
answer the question of whether SP-B selectively removes
either of the phospholipids from the films. The results in
Table 4 show that the exclusion pressure of SP-B/(DPPC:
DPPG) units from the ternary films ofXr ' 0.42 corresponds
to the pressure where squeeze-out of SP-B/DPPG complexes
from the binary SP-B/DPPG monolayers occurred. This
might be considered an indication that SP-B removes pref-
erentially DPPG from the lipid mixture. However, a close
inspection of E(rr) curves in Fig. 13 showed that this might
not be the case. Curve 2 in Fig. 13 represents the E(7T) de-
pendence for SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) mixture of Xr = 0.27.
This composition corresponds to 436 mol of lipid (DPPC:
DPPG, 7:3, mol:mol) per mol of SP-B, or 131 mol of DPPG
only per mol of SP-B. In other words, if SP-B preferentially
interacted with DPPG in the mixture, SP-B/DPPG units
might be expected to be leaving the surface during com-
pression of the film at ir > 45 mN m'1, because, SP-B,
associated with DPPG was squeezed out from the binary
SP-B/DPPG films of similar protein-lipid ratios (Table 3).
The 7r(E) curve for the ternary mixture of that composition
TABLE 4 Calculated composition of SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG) monolayers, Xcaic, and excluded phases, X'°, as a function of surface
pressure
Surface pressure (mN m-1)
Initial molar Film (Xrc) Excluded phase (X'°t)
ratio Initial F
(SP-B:lipid) (Xr) 25 40 45 50 55 25 40 45 50 55
1:870 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 - - - - -
1:218 0.42 0.41 0.40 0.40 0 0 - - - 0.97 0.97
1:4* 1:4*
1:106 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.61 0 0 - - - 0.99 0.97
1:1* 1:4*
1:53 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.75 0 0 - - - 0.98 0.97
1:3* 1:4*
* Calculated molar ratio SP-B:lipid of the excluded phase.
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(curve 2, Fig. 13) showed no minimum and suggests that no
loss of material occurred during monolayer compression.
Therefore, more likely SP-B was evenly distributed in the
DPPC:DPPG matrix without specific interaction with the an-
ionic phospholipid, at least to the point of causing it to be
selectively eliminated.
SUMMARY
In the spread monolayers of SP-B with DPPC, DPPG, and
DPPC:DPPG (7:3, mol:mol) expansions in the mean area per
"residue" were detected that were consistent with nonideal
protein-lipid interactions in the films. Qualitatively similar
effects were observed in the binary mixtures of SP-B with
DPPC and DPPG, suggesting that predominantly nonpolar
interactions were responsible for the nonideal behavior of the
monolayers. Given the net positive charge of SP-B, the find-
ings that the effects on DPPC and DPPG were quite similar
is somewhat surprising. It indicates the importance of hy-
drophobic forces in lipid-protein interactions even in the
presence of potential electrostatic effects. The preponder-
ance of hydrophobic interactions over electrostatic ones
could have important implications for interaction of other
amphipathic proteins with bilayers and monolayers.
The results of the static surface pressure-area measure-
ments showed that at low initial protein concentrations in the
protein-lipid films (Xr < 0.45, which corresponds to about 10
weight% or 0.5 mol% SP-B) SP-B was retained in the mono-
layers up to surface pressures that are likely to be relevant
to the lateral pressure at the alveolar air-water interface
(60-70 mN-m-1) (Schurch, 1982). At these concentrations
the presence of the protein in the monolayer did not seem to
affect the elasticity values that were characteristic of the pure
phospholipid monolayers at 60-65 mN-m-1. At initial con-
centrations ofXr ' 0.45, SP-B associated with small amounts
of phospholipid was excluded from the interface at u > 40
mN m-1 for SP-B/DPPC and r > 45 mN m-' for SP-B/
DPPG and SP-B/(DPPC:DPPG, 7:3) monolayers. When it
was excluded, SP-B did not remove much lipid from the film
and it did not show selective effects in promoting the
squeeze-out of one phospholipid over the other. The com-
positions of the protein-lipid units lost from the films at high
surface pressures were similar for the three SP-B/lipid mono-
layer systems studied. They consisted primarily of protein
plus a small amount of lipid (about 2-3 lipid molecules per
SP-B dimer).
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